'IRAQ,
strides over the Caucasus, to the sea of Aral, 1844-8, into the
valley of the Sir Darya, 1849-64, to Khiva, 1873, and Khokand,
1876, and, after the fall of Geok Teppe, the Turcomans' most
formidable fortress, into Merv, February, 1884, brought her
territories, consolidated by railroads, almost to India's Central
Asian frontiers.1 Her unceasing assimilation of territory in
northern Persia and her acquisition of markets and influence
over even larger areas confirmed British merchants and
statesmen in their fear that Russia intended the subjection
of Persia not merely for the sake of commerce but also to
guarantee access to India by the Persian Gulf or by Central
Asia.
These fears were not allayed by Russian efforts to obtain a
coaling station in the Gulf at the end of the nineteenth century,
by the establishment of Russian consulates at Bushire, Basra and
Baghdad where few, if any, Russian subjects lived,2 and by the
steady infiltration over the mountains of Kurdistan towards
Baghdad. Not less disturbing were the activities of Russian
financiers with political backing, in the Banque d'fiscompte et
des Prets de Perse, in seeking concessions in Persia and in
Turkey, such as Count Kapnist's project for a Mediterranean-
Kuwait Railroad,3 or in blocking concessions to other powers,
as by the Russo-Persian Railway Agreement of November i2th,
1890.* All of these were regarded as manifestations of the
Russian dream of a vast Oriental Empire including India and
warm weather ports as revealed in the will of Peter the Great,
which, even if spurious, 'enshrines with admirable fidelity the
leading principles that have guided the Asiatic policy of his
country ever since'.5
Persian attempts to counter-balance with conquests in the
1	Sykes, op. cit., Vol n, p 354 ff.
2	Wilson, Sir A. T., Persian Gulf, p 259; Frazer, Lovat, India tinder Cur son
and After (1911), p. 91.
3	The Times, December I7th, 1898.
4	Aitchison, op cit, Vol. xin, Persia, App. No. xxin.
fi Curzon, op. cit., Vol. n, p 601. For English version of the alleged will,
see Sykes, Persia, Vol. i, p. 245.
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